Affine manifolds occur in several situations in pure and applied mathematics, (e.g. leaves of Lagrangian foliations, completely integrable Hamiltonian systems, linear representations of virtually polycyclic groups, geometric quantization and so on).
Introduction
Let G be a real, connected, nilpotent Lie group with the Lie algebra g. Let V be a left invariant linear connection in the Lie group G. We assume that the linear connection V is locally flat and complete; then the couple (C7,V) is called an affine structure in the Lie group G. Let us denote by 2l/(C7) the set of all affine structures in the Lie group G. If 2l/(C7) is nonempty then every (G, V) G 2l/(C7) will give rise to the linear representation of q in itself, p: q -> g/(g) which is given by the formula (X ,Y ,Z) g qxqxq.
The dual representation p*v : g -> g/(g*) of g in its dual space g* is obtained by setting (2) (
p*v(X)d)(Y) = -d(pv(X).Y).
We consider the cochain complex C (g,g*) associated to the g-module g*. Let C(C7,R) be the scalar cochain complex of the Lie group G [5, 11] . Since the vector space C(C7,R) is the exterior algebra /\g*, we get the antisymmetrization operator:
d: Cpv(g,g*)^ /\g\ which maps AP0*®0* onto AP+'fl*-The map d is coherent with the cochain complex structures, so that we get the linear map dp:Hppv(S,9*)->Hp+l(G,R).
The lifting problem. Let us suppose that 2l/(C7) is nonempty. Can one find (C7,V)G2t/(C7) suchthat dx(Hxpv(Q,Q*)) = H2(G,R)1 At the 1984 AMS-IMS-SIAM Summer Research Conferences in the Mathematical Sciences, I sketched a proof of the following result:
Theorem. The vector space H (C7,R) is spanned by d (H(q,q*)) when (G, V) runs over 2t/(C).
In the present work I will prove the following result.
The lifting problem. Let G be a connected nilpotent Lie group with the Lie algebra g. Suppose that 2l/(C7) is nonempty. Then there is (G, V) G 2LF(C7) suchthat dx(Hxpv(ß,Q*)) = H2(G,R).
Remark. The Lifting Theorem gives an alternative proof of the existence theorem for affine structures in nilpotent Lie groups, [9] . Indeed, every nilpotent Lie group is a central extension of a nilpotent Lie group; the Lifting Theorem shows that one obtains (by induction with respect to dim G ) the existence theorem for affine structures in every nilpotent Lie group, (see Proposition 1.1). We denote by KV(g) the set of Koszul-Vinberg structures in g. A KoszulVinberg structure p G KV(g) is complete if for every fixed Y0 g g the linear map X -► y/y (X) = p(X)YQ + X is a regular linear map of g in itself. It is known that only solvable Lie algebras can admit complete Koszul-Vinberg structures [5] .
One sees that every affine structure (C7,V) gives rise to unique complete Koszul-Vinberg structure; conversely, let g be a solvable Lie algebra with a complete Koszul-Vinberg structure p ; let G be the connected and simply connected Lie group with the Lie algebra g. Then there is a unique affine representation of G in the vector space g, s -+ (q(s) ,f(s)) G g x GL(g) such that d(q,f)e = (lg,p).
In other words, let leg and let exp tX be the one parameter subgroup which is generated by X, then for every Y G g we have f(exptX)-Y-Y q(exptX) hm=-= p(X)Y, hm=-= X.
1.2. The Chevalley-Koszul cohomology spaces. In the following we deal with cohomology space of the Lie group G with coefficients in C7-modules.
Let p be a linear representation of the Lie algebra g in the vector space V. We denote C (q, V) the cochain complex which is defined as follows (cf. [3, 
11]):
Cp(g,V) = ^Hom(/\PQ,V). The pth F-valued cohomology space of g is Hp(g,V) = Zp(Q,V)/Bp(g,V). Let us consider the particular case where V is the trivial g-module R. Then C0(g,R) can be identified with the exterior algebra Aß* of the dual space of g. In that case the cohomology space Hq(q,R) is denoted Hp(g,R).
Let G be a connected Lie group with the Lie algebra g. Then the cohomology space //g(g,R) is called the pth scalar cohomology space of the Lie group G and we set HP(G,R) = Hp(g,R). it induces a cochain morphism C (g,g*) -► C(G,R) = C0(q,R) , so that we get a linear map ö'://jv(g,g*)-//2(G,R).
1.4. Geometrical meaning of the lifting problem. Let G be a connected nilpotent Lie group with the Lie algebra g. Let H be a 1-dimensional connected normal subgroup in G. It then follows that H is a central subgroup. Let us assume that H is closed submanifold of G, then the factor group G = G ¡H has a Lie group structure such that 1-* H -> G -* G -► 1 is an exact sequence of connected Lie groups. If g is the Lie algebra of the Lie group G, the bracket operation in g is obtained by a given 2-dimensional cocycle co G Z2(q , R), so that by identifying g with the direct product R x g, we have
for every ((x, X), (y, Y)) G g x g . Let (G, V) be a complete affine structure in G and let [co] G H (G ,R) be the 2nd cohomology class of co. Proof. Let (x, X) and (y, Y) be elements in g. We compute (i)
(iii) It remains to prove that pv is complete. Let (y0, YQ) be a fixed element in g and let (x, X) be an element of g such that p~v(x, X)(y0, Y0) + (x, X) = (0,0). Then (x, X) is solution of the following system: tp(X,Y0)+x = 0, pv(X)Y0 + X = 0.
Since (G, V) is a complete affine structure in G, the Koszul-Vinberg structure pv is complete, so that pv(X)Y0 + X = 0 implies X = 0. It follows that pv is a complete Koszul-Vinberg structure in g. D
Now by virtue of Proposition 1.1, we define the affine structure (tr, V) in G by setting V. X)(y, Y) = pv(x,X)(y, Y). (G, V) induces the trivial affine structure (H ,0) in the subgroup H c G, so that the exact sequence 1 -> H -y G -^ G -► 1 is an exact sequence of affine structures. Therefore, if some (G,V) is such that dx(H (g,g*)) = H (G,R), then every central extension of the Lie group G, 1-* H -> G -> G -> 1, has an affine structure (G, V) which is projected to (C7,V). This is the geometrical interpretation of the lifting problem.
1.5. Lower central series of nilpotent Lie group and flag of ideals. Let G be a connected nilpotent Lie group with the Lie algebra g. We consider the lower central series of the Lie algebra g : C0(g) = g, ... , Cp+X(g) = [g, Cp(g)] It is clear that every C (g) is an ideal of the Lie algebra g; moreover, we have the inclusion relation C ,(g) C Cp(g). We are concerned with flagŝ 
Proof. We will carry out the proof by induction on dim g. We observe that the lemma holds if g is commutative. Thus let us suppose that the lemma holds for dim g < n + 1. Let g be an (n + 1 )-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra with C, (a)^(0).
Let pQ be the positive integer such that Cpo(g) ¿ (0) and C ,(g) = (0). ThenC^g)
is contained in the center of g. Let A be a 1-dimensional ideal contained in Cpg(g). We take the quotient Lie algebra g = g/A. Let n : g -> g be the canonical homomorphism, so that 7r(C (g)) = C (g). Since dim g = n , there is a flag of ideals Let us consider a pair (/,/) where / is a totally ordered finite set and / is a subset of / with the following property: let (y ,ß) G J x / then ß G J whenever ß < y. We deal with data KFJ1(g) = {Da,t;aß,elßl(a,ß,y)Gl'}, where for every triple (a,ß,y) one has (Da,7,",eyaß) G 2°F(g) x g x R; moreover (Caß,£7aß) satisfies the following conditions: Í « +£« =0, eY" + el =0, ap ^ pa * ap pa ' e^ = 0 if y >min(a,ß).
We write #/ for the cardinal of the set /.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Examples of truncated Lie algebras. Let g^. be the k-dimensional ideal of the flag F(g). We choose a basis (ex, ... ,ek, ... ,en) such that every ideal gfc is spanned by (ex, ... ,ek, ... ,en) such that every ideal gk is spanned by (ex, ... ,ek). We denote (, ) the scalar product in g defined by setting (e¡,e) = ¿. (Kronecker symbol). We set I = {k + I, ... ,n). It is clear that for every a G I the linear map Da = ade, lies in 7&°(gk), where F(gk) is the filtration that F(g) induces in gk . We define (Çaa,£raa) by putting Remark. We already observed that (g,KF¡(g)) is a Lie algebra if and only if J = I. Therefore the truncated Koszul-Vinberg (g,p,nF¡(g)) becomes a Koszul-Vinberg structure in that Lie algebra, so that the sequence 0 -» g -> gxR -»R -► 0 is an exact sequence of Koszul-Vinberg structures. If #/ > 1, the completeness of (g, p) will not insure the completeness of (g, p, itj ¡(g)).
2.2. The D-extension property. Let us examine the particular case where #1=1.
Then Kj ¡g = {/)} with D G 3¡F(g) and the truncated Lie algebra (g,KF¡(g)) is the (n + l)-dimensional Lie algebra g x R with the following bracket operation: Then we have
Thus it remains to prove that pD is a linear representation. We have
so that by antisymmetrizing with respect to the pair ((X,x), (Y ,y)) we obtain
By Lemma 2.1 and Definition 2.3 we get
Now let us suppose that p is complete. Then every linear map p(X) is a nilpotent endomorphism of the vector space g, [1, 10] . Since p belongs to KVf(g) we can choose a basis (ex, ... ,en) in g such that every ideal g¿. of the flag F(g) is spanned by (ex, ... ,ek). Then the matrices associated to p(X), [9, 10] . The flat F(g) is not necessarily a flag of ideals. We set n = dim g. be a flag of ideals which is finer than the lower central series of g Let KVf( , be the set of normal Koszul-Vinberg structures p: g -> gl(g) such that the couple (F(g),p) satisfies (i) and (ii) of Definition 3.1. For every ideal gk+x taken in the sequence F(g), let pk+x = />|fc+i -» gl(gk+x) and F(gk+X) = 9k+\ 3 9k D " • Then the couple (F(gk+X),pk+l) satisfies conditions (i) and (ii). Hence, pk+x is also a normal Koszul-Vinberg structure in gk+x .
Examples of normal structures. 1. Let g be the commutative Lie algebra R" . By virtue of (ii), the unique normal structure in R" is a trivial one (R", p = 0).
2. Let f)3 be the 3-dimensional Heisenberg algebra. We take a basis (ex, e2, e3) in h3 such that [e2,e3] = ex, [e2,ex] = [e3,ex] = 0. We consider the flag F(g) which is spanned by (ex ,e2 ,e3) ; it is a flag of ideals. We construct the linear map p: b3 -* gl(b3) by setting p(xx,x2,x3)(yx,y2,y3) = (ax3y2 +(I+a)x2y3,0,0). (1986)).
Let us fix a normal Koszul-Vinberg structure in the nilpotent Lie algebra g. We fix some flag F(g) = gD--DgkD---and some basis (ex, ... ,en) which satisfy the conditions of Definition 3.1. Let D g 2>F(g). We consider the Lie algebra gD as in Proposition 2.1 and we take the flag F(gD) = gDD gD ■■■ D gk D ■■■ . We set gD = g0/g, and g = g/g, , so that the following diagram is commutative:
Let us suppose that p has the /^-extension property. Then by virtue of Proposition 2.1, p can be extended to some Koszul-Vinberg structure pD in gD such that the flag F(gD) is pD-preserved. Therefore (***) becomes a diagram (B,P) -► (9D,PD) where p (resp. pD ) is the quotient structure of p (resp. pD ). We shall prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Keeping the previous notations, let us suppose that p and pD are normal and that for every n-dimensional ideal a c gD such that gn_x c o, Pa = Pula /s normal-Then p has an extended structure pD which is normal and ~pD = pD.
Proof. Since p and pD are normal, the structure p is normal also. Thus we have to prove that the diagram
1-1" (9,P) -► (9D,PD) is a commutative diagram of normal structures. We begin by fixing a basis (<?,,... ,en+x) of gD such that (*,,... ,en) (resp. (e2, ... ,en+x) = (ne2,..., nen+x)) spans the flag F(g) (resp. F(gD)). We suppose that F(g) (resp. F(gD) ) satisfies (i) and (ii) of Definition 3.1. Let co be the 2-dimensional scalar cocycle of gD such that the bracket in gD is given by setting
Then pD has the [fcz]-lifting property, so that we can find tp G Cx(gD,g*D) such that pD is given as
We have to prove that the flag F(gD) = gDD F(g) has properties (i) and (ii) of Definition 3.1 for some pD . It is easy to see that condition (i) holds. Let us prove that condition (ii) also holds. It is assumed that condition (ii) holds for Z^gß) and for every zz-dimensional ideal o c gD with gn_x c a, (for pa = pD, is normal); so that is sufficient to prove that for every ideal g^. we have The above equalities imply [gD, gk] = pD(gD)gk ■ That follows from the following lemma which will be useful in forthcoming work.
Lemma 3.1. Let us consider the normal structures in (* * *'). Let (ex, ... ,en+x) be the fixed basis of gD as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Let (,) be the scalar product in gD given by (ea,eß) = daß. We set eyaß = ([ea,eß],ey) and vyaß = (P(ea)eß>ey) ■ We identify (e2,... ,en+x) with the projected basis (en, ... ,en+x) in gs . We suppose that the following condition holds: Let us consider the ideal a of gD which is spanned by (ex, ... ,en_x ,en+x). It is clear that pD induces a Koszul-Vinberg structure pa in that ideal and that structure is normal. Then, for every pair (a,ß) G {2, ... ,n + 1} such that (a ,ß)^(n,n+ 1 ), one has co(ea,eß) ± 0 => <p(ea,eß)(tp(ea,eß) -co(ea,eß)) ¿ 0.
Finally we have to prove that by perturbing cp we can write co(en,en+x) ¿0=> <p(en,en+x)(tp(en,en+x)-co(en,en+x)) ¿0.
Let A be a real number, X ^ 0. We define the symmetric bilinear form Sx: gDx gD -+ R by setting We see that pD is normal and has the following properties:
(Ü) Pd = Pd'> so that pD is the required Koszul-Vinberg structure, o
The lifting problem for normal structures
We fix a zi-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra g with a fixed complete normal structure p . Let F(g) = g D g"_, D ■ ■ ■ be a /z-preserved flag of ideals and we consider a basis (ex, ... ,en) which spans F(g). We assume that F(g) and (ex, ... ,en) satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition 3.1.
Let gn_3 be the (n -3)-dimensional ideal of the flag F(g). We set a3 = fl/0"_3 • Then o3 is either the Heisenberg algebra h3 or the commutative Lie algebra R3. We identify (en_2,en_x ,en) with a basis (ëx,ë~2,ë3) of a3.
Let us set / = (n -2, n -1, n) = ( 1,2,3) and let p0 be the Koszul-Vinberg structure of gn_3 which is induced by p. Let (, ) be the Euclidean product in On the other hand let us set Aa = Pn(ea\a"-n If a2 is some 2-dimensional ideal in a3, we set o = ñ (o2), so that o is (zz -1)-dimensional ideal in g such g"_3 c a ; % being the projection such that gn_3 -> g -» a3 is an exact sequence.
Let co be some 2-dimensional scalar cocycle in g ; we denote gw the Lie algebra R x g with the bracket
Let 7i be the canonical homomorphism gw -» g. Let F(gw) be the flag n~\F(g)).
By setting gk°+x = ft~\gk) we have the commutative diagram The structure o induces the structure /zo: a -> g/(a). If (o2,o2) is a pair of ideals in a3 we have that
The restriction co,ttXa is denoted co again. If pa has the [<y]-lifting property we shall denote by p" any structure in aw such that for every X G aoe we get n°Pa°(X) = pa(nX)on.
Keeping these notations we will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let (g,p,co) be as we just defined. We suppose that the complete normal structure has the following properties: (i) For every ideal a2 c a3, pa has the [co]-lifting property.
(ii) We can choose the p™ such that given every pair (a2,a'2) of ideals, p™ and p™, induce the same structure p^na, in a0 n a"0 .
(Hi) Let (a2,a2) and (a2,a2) be pairs of ideals in a3, then w _ ico neo _ meo co co a na =a Do => pana, = pa"na,".
Then p has the [co]-lifting property. Proof. Since p is normal, its quotient structure (a3,p) is normal, so that the sequence 0 -♦ (g"_3, p0) -► (g, p) -* (o3, p) -» 0 is an exact sequence of normal structures. Since a3 is either b3 or R3 we consider the two cases.
Case 1. a3 is the commutative Lie algebra R . In this case the quotient structure (a3, p) is the trivial structure for it is normal. We consider the ideals a2 = span(ë,, e2), a2 = span(ë1, e3), a2 = spani^, e3).
Let a, a and a" be the corresponding (n-1 )-dimensional ideals in g. The flag F(gn_3) is extended to flagŝ
F(gn_3)cà'"ca" = F(a").
One sees that F (a), F (a) and F (a) are spanned by (ex, ... ,en_3,en_2, en_x), (ex, ... ,en_3,en_2,en) and (ex, ... ,en_3,en_x,en) respectively. We already saw that g is identified with the truncated Lie algebra (0"_3, KF,(gn_3)).
Since a3 = R we have KFj(gn_3) = {Da,t:aß\(a,ß)Gl2}.
The subalgebras à, à' and à" are nothing but (g"_3)Di , (0"_3)D2 and (gn_3)Di respectively, therefore, the following diagram is commutative The structure (g,p) is given by the truncated structure (g"_3,p0,n¡ ¡(gn_3)), with^,
The data K¡ ¡(gn_3) and {p0,tt, ,(g"_3)) are connected as in Definition 2.2.
Now we consider an analogous construction in g" by taking n~x (****), so that we get the following diagram:
By the virtue of hypothesis (i), the structures pa, pa,, and pa" have the [&>]-lifting property. Let (a°,p™), (a/Ct\/z^) and (a"oe,p^") be the corresponding lifted structures. We consider (aw,p™, (aw,p™,) and (a"oe,p™") as truncated structures (0^_2 -P-nj,j) > (0^-2 'P > n'j,j) and (0«"-2 'P" 'n"f,j) respectively. Let us set 71J ,J -iA\ >A2> ^12 > ^21 ' ^11 ' ^22^' *5j = {A~i'>A~i>Vi3>Vl>V33y> 11F _ t 7 " 7 " fj fj fj" if" \ It j j -\A2 ,A3 ,U23,U32,U22,U33).
Let KF,(gwn_2) = {Dx ,D2,D3 ,í12,í13,í23} be the data such that *° « (9^-2,^¡(gwn_2)). Since o3 is commutative the vaß are zero; so that it is easy to see that the conditions (ka), (kaß) and (k¡ ) hold. Let us prove that (kaß) holds also. We consider the 2-dimensional ideal of o3 spanned by ea + eß and ea + e . Then by hypothesis (i) the Lifting Theorem holds for the «-dimensional ideal b = 0"_2 ® R(ea + eß) ® R(ea + ey) • ^v writing that the following identity holds PMea + eß)(ea + ey))(^a + *' ß) + P(ßa + ßy)) -Pb(ea + eß)P*(ea + ey)(x(ea + e ß) + p(ea + e?)) = PMea + ey)(ea + *,))(*(*<, + É' ß) + P(e a + ßy)) -P*(ea + er)pb(ea + eß)(X(ea + eß) + p(ea + ex)) for all the (X,p) G R , one obtains the following equalities By changing \\ex || we can take 0=1. Then the Lie algebra g is given by the truncated Lie algebra (gn_3,KF ¡(gn_3)). We have KF ,(gn_3) = {DX,D2,D3, *M2 ' ^23 ' e23 = 1} • ^e set vi2 = a ' so tnat me structure (g, p) is given by the truncated structure and (9n-3,P0,nF/gn_3)) nFJ(gn_3) = {Aa,Uaß,vyaß\(a,ß,y)G{l,2,3}3}.
We consider the following ideals of f)3 : a2 = span(e, ,e2), a2 = span(e,,e3).
Then the ideals a = ît~ (a2) and a = ñ~ (a2) are spanned by (e{, ... ,en3, e"-2,en-\) and (ex, ... ,en_3,en_2,en) respectively. We have the following diagram: We consider goe as the truncated Lie algebra (g^_2,K¡ ¡) where K;j = {Da,£.aß,e23 = l\(a,ß)G{l,2,3y}.
Therefore we identify a° (resp. dw ) with the truncated Lie algebra (g^_2, KFj) (resp. (%.2,K'fj)) where KFj = {Dx ,D2,£X2}, (resp. K'fj = {Dx ,D3,£X3}). According to our previous notations we set , co co. , co F > , ico co. One easily sees that the system (a) depends only on n(ÏJa7). Therefore we set U R = (M"« > G ") e g" , = R x g" ,. Finally we obtain the following equality:
for every X G gn_3. Lemma 4.1 is proved D Now we define the linear form a'x G g*_3 by setting
This formula gives
We know that [D2 ,D3] = Dx+ adc;23, which implies that e2(D3x) -e3(D2x) = ex (X) + oe(^23, x).
We have also cp(7\23, X) -cp(X, 7\23) = co(7;23, X), so that a\ is given by
We need a second lemma: and since p0 is normal we get /zp(g"_3)g"_3 = [g"_3, g"_3], so that every 1-form n = g*_3 with n(p0(X)Y) = 0 is a linear combination of ns+x, ... ,nn_3 where (nx, ... ,nn_3) is the dual basis of (ex, ... ,en_3).
The structure (g,p) being normal, we have also p(g)g = [g,g] = g"_2, so that every linear combination of es+x, ... ,en_3 can be written in the form AXXX+ A2X2 + A3X3 where XX,X2, X3 are linear combinations of es+x, ... , en_2. Since Ax = [A2,A3] + p0(7,23), we deduce that every linear combination of e x, ... ,en_3 can be written A2X'2 + A2X'} where X'2,X3 are linear combinations of e x, ... ,en_3-In other words we have the equality, span(ej+1, ... ,en_3) = span(A2ex+x ,A3es+x, ... ,A2en_3,A3en_3).
Therefore let n be an element of the dual space g*_3 suchthat n(p0(X)Y) = 0 for X G gn_3 and Y G g"_3 ; then n belongs to the subspace of g*_3 spanned
by the system (ns+l,,..,nn_3).
By virtue of the equality, span({e ./l < j < n -s -3}) = span({A2es+j,A3es+J/l < j < n -s -3}) the linear form n lies in the subspace spanned by the following linear forms,
In particular the linear form 60 = ax -ax lies in span(z/J+1, ... , nn_3) ; so that we can find n' and n" in span(ns+x, ... ,nn_3) suchthat 60 = n'oA2 + n"oA3. This means that for every X G gn_3 we have e0(X) = n'(p(en_x)X) + n"(p(en)X).
Let us return to p™ and p™, and (Pq)j¡ '■ = -(Äx-bx)l23 + Ä2iJ3x-Ä3ü2x.
It will therefore be sufficient to prove that we can choose uaß such that the system (zc231) = 2(kX32) holds. This means that AAx -AAl ' (À -5.)4 = 2K ^32 -AA2 -(A2 -5j)í13) S fl:_2 ! for the subsystem {(k233), (k322)} gives (uX2, uX3). We know that the equality (k23x) = 2(kx32) holds in projection g™_, A gn_3 ; that is, tt(z<:231) = 2n(kx32).
On the other hand we observe that if we substitute for ((Dx ,D2,D3) the new data (D\ ,D2,D3) with D\ = Dx -r-ad^T0 then the truncated Lie algebra g = (0"_3,tf/f/) becomes g-(g"_3,^F/) where The structure (g™_2, Pq) does not change. According to the previous notations the 1-forms aa G g*_3 as in Lemma 4.1 become äx =ax + tp(X0,-), a'2 = a2 and a'3 = a3.
These new data (K'¡ j,n',F¡) will satisfy all the identities (ka), (kaß) and (kaßy) that are verified by (IF¡ ,nF¡). Therefore the proof of Theorem 3.1 is ended by the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3. We can find XQ g gn_3 such that (k23x) = 2(kX32).
Proof. Since n(k23x) = 2n(kx32) it remains to solve the following system:
with aa, Uaß and £.aß in n'¡¡UK'F we get This is an equation in X0 g gn_3 of the form f(X0) = c G R where / G g*_3.
This ends the proof of Lemma 4.3. Therefore Theorem 4.1 is proved. Theorem 4.1 has great importance. It leads to the Lifting Theorem. The existence theorem appears like a corollary of the Lifting Theorem. In the following section we are concerned with the proof of these two results.
5. The lifting theorem and its consequences 5.1. Let g be a (n + 1 )-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra and let Z (g,R) be the space of 2-dimensional scalar cocycles of g. We fix some flag of ideals (0) = 0 3 0" 3 0"_i 3 • • • which is finer than the lower central series. Let p G KVf(g) be some complete normal Koszul-Vinberg structure in g. For every (n + 1)-dimensional ideal a with g" c 0 let pa be the normal structure in a which is induced by p. We choose co G Z2(g,R), the 2-forms that co induces in the g" are denoted co. We consider the Lie algebra g" and take the pull back of F(g) : F(g'°) = n~x (F(g) (9no+i,P0) -► (9,P)-Let p™ be some lifted structure in g"+x c gw . By Theorem 3.1 we can suppose that p" is normal. Then (g" + 1,/?^) induces a normal structure (g" ,p™) in g™ such that the following diagram of normal structures is commutative: Proof. We consider the following commutative triangle of normal structures
This is exactly the situation of Theorem 5.1. Therefore, p being normal we can find some normal extension (gD,pD) of(g,p) such that the following diagram commutes: Proof. This theorem is proved by induction with respect to n = dim g > 2.
Indeed, if n = 2, the complete normal structure (g, p) is the trivial structure (g, 0) and it has the [az]-lifting property. Suppose that the theorem is true if dim g < n0+ I, and let us consider (g,p ,co) with dim g = n0+ I, n0 > 1. Since (g, p) is normal we fix some flag of ideals F(g) = g D g"o D ■ ■ ■ such that p G KVf(g). Thus (g,p) induces the normal structure (gno,P0) ■ We consider the following square: We define also the skew symmetric bilinear map Q:RmxRm-tg by putting n(x,y) = 1£xayßiaß.
We also define the skew symmetric product in Rm by setting By applying (kaß ) and (k, )aß one sees that the linear map p: g x a -> g/(g x a) is a linear representation of g x a, so that (gxa,p) is Koszul-Vinberg structure and moreover, the sequence 0 -(g,p0) -► (0 x a,p) -> (a,p) -► 0
is an exact sequence of Koszul-Vinberg structures. We observe that the conditions (ka), (kaß), (kaßy) and (k,yo)aßy imply the conditions (na,naß and so on) that I gave in [9] .
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